
Take incredible sound everywhere with Roam. Enjoy music, 
voice control, and multiroom listening at home on WiFi, plus 
Bluetooth streaming, all-day battery life, and waterproof 
durability on the go. 

Roam
The portable smart speaker for all your listening 
adventures.



A seamless listening experience, everywhere 
Enjoy the unmatched Sonos experience on WiFi, 
and stream directly from your smartphone, tablet, or 
computer using Bluetooth.  
Roam automatically connects to your home network and 
pairs with your phone when you’re away. So all you have 
to think about is what to play.

Up to10 hours of play time
Powered by a built-in rechargeable battery, Roam is ready 
to soundtrack your day, whether you want to unwind in 
the backyard or escape to the backwoods.

Sound that defies expectations
Precision-engineered acoustics deliver the clarity, depth, 
and fullness you would expect from a much larger speaker.  

Tunes itself like magic
Using automatic Trueplay™ tuning, Roam smartly adapts 
to your surroundings and whatever you’re listening to for 
sound that’s astonishingly detailed and perfectly balanced.  

Refined yet rugged
Roam blends beautifully into your home, and its 
lightweight, waterproof, and durable design is ready for all 
your outdoor adventures. 

2 Class-H digital amplifiers tuned to the unique acoustic 
architecture

1 tweeter delivers crisp high-frequency response

1 midwoofer ensures faithful mid-range frequencies and 
maximizes low-end output

Microphones built-in for voice control and automatic
Trueplay™ tuning

IP rating 
IP67 waterproof* and dustproof  

*Can be submerged in 3 feet of water for up to 30 minutes.

Dimensions - H x W x D 
6.61 x 2.44 x 2.36 inches (168 x 62 x 60 mm)

Weight 
0.95 lb (0.43 kg)

Tech Specs

Works with all your favorite services
Stream from more than 100 services and easily manage them all in the Sonos app. 

Listen Your Way

Customize your system and play 
what you want, where you want.

Easy to Use

Control is simple with the Sonos 
app, Apple AirPlay 2, and your 
voice.

Brilliant Sound

Enjoy clear, richly detailed sound 
that fills the room at any volume.


